AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE PHYSIQUE (SFP) AND THE
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, SINGAPORE

To enhance scientific relations and improve communications between physicists in Singapore and in France, the Institute of Physics Singapore (IPS) and the "Société Française de Physique" (SFP) agree to extend the benefits of membership of their societies as follows:

Members of the SFP normally resident in France may:
a) attend IPS conferences at IPS member rates;
b) subscribe to the IPS and IPS related publications at a substantially reduced fee;

Members of the IPS normally resident in Singapore may:
a) attend SFP conferences at SFP member rates;
b) have access to the SFP's Paris headquarters during normal office hours;
c) subscribe to the SFP's bi-monthly physics magazine at a substantially reduced fee.

An IPS-SFP biennial workshop is planned alternatively in Singapore and France on scientific topics of common interest.

This agreement shall come into immediate effect on signature by both the President of the SFP and the President of IPS and shall remain in force until either the SFP or the IPS gives 12 months written notice of termination or of a wish to renegotiate the agreement.

Martial Ducloy
Président, SFP
17/1/12

Leong-Chuan Kwek
President, IPS
17/1/2012

Witness by:

Kees van der Beek
Président, Division de la Matière Condensée, SFP

Kok Khoo Phua
Director, IAS
17-1-12